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't' FOREWORD
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G

This workbook has been prepared for us by State Energy Offices as a

tool in assisting schodl administratOr and maintenance managers in

performing Class C information energy audits to identify energy

conservation measures.

This workbook is one of a series of eleven (11) workbooks for different

types of buildings; one each for,apartments;bakerjes, did-cast plants,

educat,ional institutions, hospitals, hotels and motels, offices,

res,Wpts, retail stores, transportation terminals, and -warehouseand

storOtfacflities. In addition,.a two-volume 4nstruction manual,has

been *epared to assist energy auditocs in performinc Class A energy

audits:

Fueland Energy Consultants assist 0 in the preparation of the workbooks

and the States of New Mexico, New York, MiChigan, Minnesota, and Texas

participated. in a field test of the workbobks. Their participation and

invaluable comments and sugges.4kons are deeply appreciated.

1

While the recommendations and examples contained in this workbook have

been reviewed for technical accuracy, the U.S. partment of Energy,

its contractor; and the State Energy Office are -liable if potential'

cost savings identified as a result of using workbook are not

actually achieved.
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PREFACE

While all a inistrators and maintenance managers of schools 'wish to do

their part by conserving energy, they often overloOk the positive impact

that energy conservation can have on theivregperatjng budgets.

.
In a typical school, it is possible to save as much as 15% of utility

costs.through common sense actions without any appreciable capital,

expenditure. (A-school is considered typical if'the original facility

was built 20 to4p0 rs ago, with 'wings and other additions added over

intervals up to t present.) Even if a-building was built after 1976,

,it is still possi le to find many opportunities to conserve energy.

As the' administrator- or manager, you do not have to be an engineer to

identify those areas where energy and real dollar savings .can beireal- ,

iced. Just k4ep in mind that, up until about 1,975 or 1976, energy

conservation was not a major factor in the-design of the facilities.

Look for the obvious -- and -that.is the purpose of this workbook:,

finding the obvious savings through an energy audit.

The first obvious'thing to_look.at is the lighting. Are the hallways,"

classrooms, lobbies, kitchens, cafeterias, mechanical rooms, and,InOnes-

sential areas overlighted? ',Common sense will tell you which areas are

and good guesswork can enable:you to reduce the'number of lamps in the

excessively bright areas. Sifice.guorescent lamps use much less energy

than incandescent lamps, it is Nasible to replace incandescent lamps

with fluorescent fixtures,nw**possible. If a mechanical room has
Only incandescent lamps, good:economic sense tells you not to replace

the lamps if the room -is used only one or two hours a week. Just make

sure that the lamps are turned off when'the room is not occupied. For

that matter, turning off lights when not needed is an obvious goal.

. The workbook will show you some easy ways-of determining how much energy

can be saved'by turning off lights.- For.example, if your maintenance

people read the main electric meter daily at six in the morning and at

nineor -ten in the evening, you could easily see how much electrical

energy you used during the day and night hours To make the comparison,
calculate the kWh per hour used from -6 a.m. to 10 p.m. and the kWh per

home; used from 10 p.m, to 6 a.m. and compare the two periods. If you

filfd that there is' not a dramatic reduction in the night time consump-
Jtion, you may discover t4t certain' ights (and electrical equipment)

are being left on when they're not needed. ,
'



Consider another obvious thing which will -be brought out in the work-

book

1.

-- "domestic hot water." The hot water used,for showers and

washing by the students and staff should not be over 105 to-1100F. Do

you have to mix cold water with hot water at the taps and shower heads

to adjust the hot water temperature? Or, (ask your maintenance.person-

nel) is your, omestic hot water cooled through' an automatic hot-cold

water mixing system prior to delivery to the points of us'e?' If so, and

-. your facility is-typical, your hot water system is set for 160 to 180 °F,

°perhaps less but considerably,more than 110 °F. By lowering the tempera-

ture control to 110 to 120 °F, a'significant energy and dollar savings -

can be realized.

If your heating, ventilating and air conditioning system (HVAC) is

typical, did you know that you probably have your chiller (air con-s

,ditioner) operating when the outside temperature is only 50.to 55 °F?

Why? Because that is the way that most HVAC control systems were de-

signed before the 1974 Arab oil embargo. The systems are designed to

mix fresh outside 'air with hot returned inside air -n a mixing chamber

and adjust the mixed air's temperature by cooling to the desired thermo-

stat control setting. There is no law that says the chiller must oper-

ate when the.outside air is 550F. Change the controls so that the'

chiller will turn on at say, 63 °F instead. More fresh air will be

brought in and more inside- hat air will be rejected to arrive at.the

propel mix-. Your maintenance people or your HVAC contractor can do this

'for you. What do,you save? The usual large school will have 300 to

500-ton chillers. When the chillers operate over the 50 degree to 63

degree outside temperature range, they may operate at 1/3 to 172 of

-their 'designed r4tings. When the chiller is operating under these '

conditions, theourly energy cost is about $3.50 = $7.50, depending on

the rate'schedule, plus demand charges plus fuel adjustment charges plus

tax. The savings-are obvious.

The purpose of the workbook is to bring '` the obvious", to your attention.

This can be readily accomplished by you through filling out the form and

following the examples-given in the workbook. You will be surprised at

how many items you will find that will offer you savings.

Some of the sections of-the bodk will not apply to you., For example, if

your facility burns only gas, ignore sections of he form Which are

directed towards oil or coal. If your school do not.have a boiler,

skip that section and so on., Make every effort to thoroughly under- ,

stand your utility billings. ,When .in doubt, 'to not hesitate to callthe

utility sales representative and ask for a full explanation. They will

be glad to cooperate.

17?
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maintenance changes which may be, incorporated at

.essentially no cost. These changes should be
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program because'they save both energy and cost.

2. STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLES
page 16

Chapter.2 illustrates a few items which can save

energy and money. Each it Om is accompanied by a
fill-in-the-blanks problemeso that you can

determine if. it makes economic sense for your

school.

To work out the problems, you must first fill out

the Energy Management Form in the beginning of

the chapter.jhe Energy Management Form will

enable you to examine the energy costs and

consumption for your building.
J-

ENERGY MEASURES
page 58

A more complete list of energy conservation

measures is contained in Chapter 3. These items

will require an initial investm'ent of capital in

order to save energy and money. Although space

doesn't permit a fill-in-the-blanks sample

problem for each measure, many'of the opportunities

described in Chapter 3 parallel the worked-out

samples in Chapter 2. If a new calculation is

involved, you may need to get technical assistance

to arrive at the estimated avings'and payback

period.

4. THE ACTION PLAN
page 75

This chapter offers a, suggested follow-up Action

Plan to make the energy savings you have accom-

plished both visible and ongoing. A worksheet ,

has been included on which you can itemize and

keep track of the Energy. Measures and Maintenan&

and Operational Changes you have implemented.



t-\ INTRODUCTION

Y.

This workbook describes some simple methods by which the administrator,

maintenance manager, or operator of a school can analyze energy uses,

determine areas in which energy savings can be made, and estimate the

magnitude of>cost savings in accordance with U.S. Department ofEnergy
procedures des.,cVbed as Class C Information Audits.

The workbook provides a do-it-yourself, fill-in-the-blanks approach to=

an energy conservation program for schools which do not have full-time

engineering personnel. Of necessity, it is a generalized approach which

cannot be as detailed as an energy audit conducted by an engineering

team.

Although this workbook emphasizes the energy-intensive processei and

some of the recognized areas of -energy waste in schdols, it should be

used selectively because each building has its unique'energy-useTatterns

If a particular suggestion does not apply to your school, read on; the

next one probably will.

Start the energy audit of your school by assembling energy consumption

data for the /last 12 months. Your gas, oil and/or electric bills are a

good place to start.- -If you haven't already summarized your building's

energy consumption needs, you may wish to use the form in Chapter 2 for

this purpose. .Record both price and actual consumption. You can tell a

lot about your building(s) by examining-the monthly records. For example,

if electric usage is lowest during some months,*it may well be that

usage is a basic minimum including lights and hot water. If oil consump-

tion goes to zero during July and August, you can be sure that the oil

is being used only for heating.

Next, make yourself aware of your schooY4s geographic location and site

conditions. Obtain from your library, utility, weather station, or

State Energy Office-the average monthly degree days and the past

12_months of degree days for both heating (winter) and cooling (summer)

These climate condittps will be useful in many ways, including, identi-

fying themagnitudes of oil consumption for heating and electricity

consumption fox cooling that your school may need. You will need this

information to fill out the Energy Management Form in Chapter 2 and, .

subsequently, to work out the problems in that section.

The next step in your energy audit is to have.2your school's description

at hand -- the building size, floor plan, general condition, insulation,

type and size of windows, wall materials, roofing material' and roof

size, doorways, garage, a5d any other aspect of your buildiu that may

lead to an understanding of its basic construction. Obviously, a set of

building plans would answer this need very well.



tiC

Next, list the heating plant, air-conditioning equipment, electrical
equipment and lighting fixtures that are controlled by you, the school's
administrator,or manager, rather than by students and staff. Thesesystems are the biggest energy users in school and you4iill want to
understand,-them to help identify means of m ing them more efficient
with the aid of this workbook.

This completes the Information gthering required for your ener y audit.
The information will provide a base for implementing the Maintenance, andOperational Changes and Energy Conservation Measures that will make yourschool as energy efficient as your time, budget, and enthusiasm willpermit.

Chapter 1 will provide suggestions that will enable you, ut cost,to increase your.school's present energy efficiencydpy Maintenance and
,Operational Changes.-,

(

2
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-CHAPTER 1

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL CHANGES

By diligently following a maintenvce program, a school administrator,

or maintenance manager, can conserve a substantial quantity of energy by

maintaining the building,at its optimum degigned conditions. Energy

saved as a result of such a program is obviously dollars saved, since

little or no capital investment is required.

TO conduct a continuing energy conservation/m- --ance program, a

checklist of items to be done on a regular IN.- ..you Id be set down and

followed faithfully. This section of the workbook is an the form of a

checklist that will aid in identifyingmaintenance and operational

changes that will result in energy conservation.

The general energy users in a-school have been categorized into headings

such as space heating,-air conditioning, ventilation, etc. - Under these

broad categories the pertinent maintenance and operational- changes have

been listed. , . t

Several., of the items listgd have been shown to be particularly apT_

cable to most schools since they result in the quickest energy arc

dolar'savings. For reference they are as follows (they will also

appear in their-respective functional headings in this chapter):

1. Lower the thermostats during the heating season and raise the

Youduring'the cooling season. Yo\can,save about 8% of your

heating fuel.bill by lowering thb thermostats a me--: five

degrees.

2. 'Set back, the heating season thermostats 100 during the night.

B. Examine the entire building for air leaks around windows, dcors

and any place that they might occur. Seal up the leaks.

-4. Remove unnecessarx lights in hallways and classrooms

5. Lower the domestic hot water to 110°F.

6. Make the monthly energy consumption and cost data available to

the administrator and maintenance manager so, that they can

evaluate and compare against previous month and normal budget.

7. Involve the faculty and students in the goals Of energy conser-

vation.

8. Turn off the cooling system during, the-night. Uie ventilation

air to cool the building.

'9.NIf there is a pool in the building, turn off the filter and

heating system at night.
+.



After reading through the check list pick up a pencil, put on your
walking shoes, and start walking through the building. Examine the
suggested maintenance and operational changes that pertain to your
facilify. Make notes as you go along. Accomplish the items that can bedone immediately, then explore the possibility-of doing the other stepswhich may require more information or advice. Start incorporating the
applicable preventative maintenance items into a regular program immed-
iately.

4 1,2
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LIST OF MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONALHANGES

...7GENERAL.13UILDING

1. Reduce the use Of.hdating and :d13011 ng Systems in Spaces-which .,

are used infrequently or only for short periods of.tiMe. 4

2. Turn off heating Or cftling systems during- the last half,hour bf

occupancY.' .

/ ,..

3. Windows or 'PUtside'doors, left.open during the heating or cooling

seasons represent an energy loss if the heaters or ait tondi- .

tioners are running. Make sure they are shut.
.1

i-

4. Make the monthly energy consumption and cost data.available'to

the school administrator or
regional administrator so that they--"' .,

can evaluate and compare against Previous months. and normal . -
..

budget.

5. Involve building staff with energY conserva measures so that
(

each individual has responsibility.

6. Providesa temperature control training

crew that will give them a thorough understanding of how the
were

program for the maintenanc

heating and ventilating systems designed to operate.

Include optimization of energy via temperature control.

7. 'Conduct a survey of the total building on a space by space basis
needs.

_

to determine the actual energy

Change the spring, fall and winter day_ni

to operate heating, ventilation, and cooTT

.
hours on the-day cycle.

.

ht timeclock settings
equipment fewer

T. Disconnect all refrigerated water fountains if acceptable to

staff.

10. Be certain that all operable windows have sealing gaskets and

cam latches that are in proper working

11. If you have a heated pool in the building, consider turning off

the heater and circulating pumps at night, and back on an hour
1:ior

order.

:O

before classes begin.

12. Establish rules for all building staff regarding opening and

closing of doors, directing them to keepeep doors closed whenever

possible.

it 5
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13. Inspect eleclical contacts and working parts of relays and
maintain-in good working order:.

14. Caulk around door frames.

15. -Caulk around window framesAexterior and.interiorrif cracks areevident-

-4,

Control-the buildi-ng electric. load demand so that no excessive
peak will be experienced.

17. Close off unused areas and rooms. Where possible, be certain
at blinds, or other shading devices are drawn, registers

)clpsed, etc. -

188 Se ducts and 'access doors in equipment rooms to minimize:
passing of hot and cold air.

. 19. Schedule operating, maintenance and cleaning to overlap more
with normal working hours, or when daylight is available and
sufficient for the task.

20: Provide adequate preventative maintenance on power distribution
equipment,so as to assure minimum power loss from loose connect-
ions and/or contacts.

B. SPACE HEATING - GENERAL

1. Lower the thermostats during the heating season and raise them
during the cooling season. If your building is like most, you
can save about 8% of your heating fuel bill by lowering the
thermostat(s) a mere five degrees.

.

2. Set all thermostats at 68 °F dr less for winter space heating.

3. Surfaces of-',radiators, convectors, baseboards, and'finned-tube
heaters must be kept clean for efficient operation.

4. If you use hot water for heating, reduce.the space heating hots'
water temperature to a level that will just satisfy heating
needs.

5. Set back the heating season thermostats 10°F during the night.Up to 6% energy savings are achievable.

6. Inform teachers and building operators of savings by closing
drapes hades at night.

7. De ermine if a'-1 installed radiation is really necessary.

6

14
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. Shut off (or remove) heating units, from yestibules, lobbies, and

corridors.

9. Do not heat parking garages.

10. Do not heat storage rooms unless it is necessary for protection'

---pf_stored contents.

11. Inspect oil heaters to ensure that oil temperatures'are being
maintained according to manufacturer's or oil supplier's
mendations. 4

12. If you have infrared heaters, check,ko see if the reflectors .are.

beamed in the right direction, and the surface is clean.

13. Check automatic temperature-control system-and refated control
valves and accessory equipment to ensure., that they,. are regulat-

ing the system properly. \

4.sk

14. If you have a coal-fired system, check stoker(s), gratbs) and
controls for efficient operation.

C. SCHOOLS THAT USE BOILERS OR SPACE HEATING

1. If you use steam only for space heating, shut off boilers in the

J. spring and fall when-the air conditioning system is on and tem-

perature control is not,needed,

2. If the boiler has a natural gas standing pilot, turn it off

during the summer months when the boiler is off.

3. If two boilers are used, leave one off during most of the winter .,-

heating season and perhaps during the entire season if one

boiler is capable of carrying the entire load under design
conditions. A single boiler carrying the building space heating

load will operate at a" higher annual efficiency than two boilers
dividing the load.

4. Keep a daily log of pressure, temperature, and other data ob-.

taindd from instrumentation. This is the best method available
to determine the need far tube and nozzle cleaning, pressure or
linkage adjustments, and related measures. Variations from
normal can be spotted quickly, enabling immediate action to

avoid serious trouble. On an oil-fired unit,:i.ndications of
problems include an oil pressure drop, which may indicate a
plugged strainer, faulty regulator valve, or an air leak in the

suctiorrzidne. An oil temperature drop can indicate a tempera-
ture control malfunction, or a fouled heating element. On a

gas-fired unit, a drop in gas pressure can indicate a drop in

the gas supply pressure, or a malfunctioning_l^egulator.

r
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5; Observe the fire when the boiler shuts down. If the fire-does
not cut off immediately, it could indicate a faulty,solenoid
valve. Repair or replace as necessary. .,-

6. Inspect exhaust stacks. They shoulli-notibe giving off.smoke:,
.If. they are smoky, it probably indicates that a burner adjust-.
merit is necessary.

7. COnsider elimtnating a hot standby boiler, since in many cases,
a boiler 'failure will not cause serious hardships.

8. Inspect zone shut-off valves. All should be operable so that
steam going into unoccupied spaces may be shutoff.

Operate only the heating water pumps necessary for re4(lired
heating.,,

10. Check and repair oil leaks at pump glands, valves, or relief
valves.

11.. Clean mineral or corrosion build-up on gas burners.
-

12. Inspect o1-1 line strainers. Clean or replade if dirty.

13. Inpect nozzles of oil-fired units on a regular basis. Clean as
necessary.

.14. At the end of the heating season, Or when-a rise in the stack
temperature occurs, inspect the fireside of the furnace and
water-tubes for deposits of'soot, flyash and slag (molten ash).
'Also.examine the fireside of all boiler insulation refractory,
'brickwork, and casing-for hot spots and air leaks.

r

15. Measure with the gas meter the fuel consumption of the boiler on /
manual vs. automatic firing. During moderate temperature periods,
the manual low fire setting should result in the boiler operating
longer periods of time at higher efficiency.

/

16. Adjust the boiler so that during the spring and fall it will
come on line at low fire and stay on low fire until the heating'
rewirement is satisfied. The boiler will cyc1 less often and
maifitain a higher overall annual efficiency witW.this procedure:.

17. Reduce the amount of fresh air admitted to the boiler room in
' wjnter. (Do not choke'boilers, hoWever.)-

).\

16
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D. SCHOOLS TkAT ARE ELECTRICALLY HEATED

1. Kedi) heat transfer surfaces of all electric heating units clean
and unobstructed.

.
'Keep air movement in and out of the electric units unobstructed.

3. Inspect electric-heating elements, controls and, as applicable,
` fans, on a periodic basis to ensure proper functioning.

Lower the thermostats during the-heating season and raise the
thermostats during the-cooling Segton. ; If your building'is like ,-

most, you can.save about 8% of ydur heating fuel bill by lower-.
ing the thermostat(s) a mere five degrees.

E. AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM CONSERVATION

1. Raise room temperatures seasonally by steps to match the in=,
creases in outside temperatures.
NN.

2. Shade windows from direct sun'from April through October..

3. If your central air conditioning system does not have a hot deck
or reheat coil, set the thermostat to 780F in the summer.

4. If the system has a typical arrangement of hot and cold decks,
have an air conditioning technician adjust the-system to main-
tain optimum operating conditions. .

5. Operate one of multiple compressors and.chillers at full load,
rather than two or more at part load.

6. Do not cool building when it is unoccupied. .

7. Operate only those water pumps needed to maintain flow vo
where multiple pumps are installed in parallel. This would
apply to chilled water pumps and condenser water pumpt.

8. - Shut off the secondary hot water pulps located in the air-
handling units during the spring, fall and" summer when heating
is not required.

9. Use an blinds or drapery as interior shading devices.

10. Reduce or eliminate air .leakage from ductwork and from around
'coils.

7

11.. To maintain an efficient system, fans should be cleaned annually,

12. Operate only the chilled water pumps and cooling tower fans
necessary.

.91



13. Elevate chilled water temperatures when humidity gonditionS
permit.

14. Check the energy efficiency ratio (EER) of neW. air-- conditioning
units. 1St older Units have an EER of.5 or 6 Btu/watt, while
newer units are rated at 9 Btu/watt and higher.: Example: An
old one -ton unit with an EER of '5 uses 2.4 kW of electricity
compared to a new one -ton unit which would use only 1:3, kW.
This represents a 45% reduction in electricity required for the
new unit.

15. Turn on self-contained-units, such as window
wall units, only when needed. Turn them off
to be.unoccupied for seVeral -hours.

and through -the-
when- the space is

16. Set the demand limiter on the chiller at lowest setting that
will maintain the Jouilding temperature.

17. Inspect equipment for any. visual 'changes such as-oil spots on
connections or on the floor under equipment.

18. Coniult with manufacturer to determine if cooling equipment can
be shut down when outside temperatures. are below.certain levels.

19. Establish what the normil operating-pressures and temperatures
for the system should be. Check all instrumentation frequently
to ensure that design conditions are being met. Increased
system pressure may be due to dirty condensers, which will
decrease system's efficiency. -High discharge,temperatures are
often caused by defective or broken compressor valves.

20. Reduce hot deck temperatures,-and increase cold deck. pera-
tures as far as humidity requirements will allow. While this "'will lower energy consumption, it also will reduce the system's
heating and cooling capabilities as compared to current capa-
bilities.

C

o

21. Inspect the liquid line leaving the strainer:' If it feels.
cooler than the liquid line- ntering.the strainer, the strainer
is clogged. If it is very clogged, sweat or frost may be visi-
ble at the strainer outlet. Clean as required.

22. Inspect tension and alignment of all belts and adjust as neces-
sary.

23, Observe the noise made-by the compressor. If it seems to be ex-
, cessively noisy,, it may be.a sign of a loose drive coupling or

excessive vibration. Tighten compressor and motor on the base.
If noise persists, call a-mechanic.

24.' Where applicable, lubricate motor.bearings and all moving parts
according to the manufacturer's recommendations.

10
18.
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25. Keep condenser coil face clean to permit proper air flow.

.

26. -Inspect air/inlet screen, spray nozzle or water distribution

hoTes, and temp: screen. Clean as necessary.

27. Follow manieacturer's guidelines for -Fein and pump maintenance.
,

28. CTean condenser sgell'and tubes by swabbing with a suitable

brush and flushing out with clean water. Chemical Cleaning also
is possible,-although it is suggested that a water treatment

company be consulted first.

29. Perform tests to determine if solid concentrations are being

maintained.at an acceptable level in cooling tower.

30. Keep -the cooling tower clean to minimize both air and water.

eressare drop.

*
31. ,'Inspect spray-filled toners or distributed towers' for proper

nozzle performance. Clean nozzles as necessary.

32. Inspect gravity distributed tower "for even water depth in dis-

tribution basins.

33. Clean evaporator and condenser Coils in-window'units.

34. Maintain all equipment to operate as clote as-possible to its

originally designed conditions.
.13

35. Check voltage, Full-power voltage is essential for proPer

operati,on.,

F. VENTILATION ).1

K

I. Ott a small- sign next to each operable window instructing
students and staff not to -open window while the building is

being :heated or cooled.

2. Operate the ventilation system only when the school is occupied.

Also consider shutting off the air-handling units on normal

heating days before school is out. If the radiators are located

properly, they'should be able to maintain space temperature"above
freezing.

3. Do not operate the ventilation units at all during the spring

and fall if many of the windows in the classrooms are open
during this time of the year.



5.
I

Inspect all,'automatic 'doO'r closers to ensure' t at they are func-
tioning properly. Consider adjustment to enab e faster closing.

6. lace a small sign next to each door leading to the exterior or
unconditfoned spaces advising students and staff to keep door
closed at all time\when not in use.

g

7. In he summer when'the outdoor air temperature at night is lower
than indoor temperature, use full outdoor air ventilation to
remove excess heat and pre -co.ol the structure to reduce air-
conditioning load:

,87 Readjust fresh air limit controllers from vapter to summer
earlier than the middle of May.

9. Check size and speed of exhaust fans and limit -to- actual needs.

10. Consider turning off electric reheat coils during the summer.
With increased supply air temperature, reheat may not be-neces-
sary. '

`11. Clean debris,fram unit ventilatort-tenitee'efficient
operation. ,

12. Clean the filters more often to increase the overall efficiency
.of .the air handling units.

e

Operate the gym outside air ventilation unit on a reduced
operating schedule that coincides with occupancy of the gym;
The gym fan, unit .should not be turned on until the firstAclass
occupies the gym and should be turned off immediatellhafter

)

.

the class leaves in the afternoon. -

._---

. .

13.- Irispect filters carefully.
. If.necessarY, create a filter re-

placement schedule. Utilize.high-efficiency, low-cost filters.

14. ,Consider closing outside air dampers during the first and last
hours of occupancy and during peak loads.

15. Turn off humidifiers whenever a building is closed for extended
periods of time, except when process and equipment,requirements
take precedence. ,

16. In mild weather, lower the tooling effect by running room cool--
ing,fans at lower speeds.

17-. Inspect damper blades and'linkages. Clean, of and adjUst them
on a regular basis.

18. Reduce outdoor4eir to the minimum acceptable level required to
balance the exhaust requirements-and-maintain a slight positive
pressure to retard infiltration of outside air.

-20



19. Adjust outside air, return air, and mixed air damper controls in

winter to raise supply air temperature.to. a level between 640F .

and 700F, depending on the conditions.in the area served by the

system.

20. Esiblish a ventilation operation §:chedUle so 9qaust system

operates only when it is needed..

21. Adjust all 11AV (variable air volume)-boxes so they operate

precisely. This will prevent overheating or overcooking, both

of which waste energy.

22. If practical, operate the ventilation units with no outside air

whenev r the outside temperature is 250F or below. There may be

suffici nt'fresh air leakage through the dampers to provide ade-

quate v tilation.

. 23. Discontinue outside air preheating where practical.

G. LIGHTING

1. Acquire energy conservation reminders such as posters and.indi-

vidual decals that:can be located next to the light switches and

on bulletin boards'td alert staff that turning-off lights is

their responsibility.

'2. Shut off lights in unoccupied rooms. Switch on large area

b

;lights by sections when cleaning.

3. -Move desks.and other work surfaces,to a position and orientation

that will use installed lighting fiktures to their greatest ad-

vantage (instead of moving light fiiIkres).

4. Jo the extent permitted by productivity requirements and related

concerns, group together tasks which require approximately the
same levels of lighting. This may reduce' the number of areas
requiring higher illumination levels and provide an opportunity

to reduce the total amount of lighting needed.

5., In overlighted areas, light levels can be redu ed up to 50%. In

rooms or areas fitted with 2-bulb fluorescent fixtures, remove
one bulb from each fixture if they are not wired in series.

Disconnect-ballast if possible. Consider dual bulb removal from
alternate fixtures if they are-wired in series. This will.save
energy and.produce a uniform lighting level.

6. Leave the hallway lighting off in those hallways facing the in-
terfbr courtyards during daylight hours, assuming a light meter
reading indicates the lighting level is satisfactory.

0 ;AP'

13 2.2.
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'

Eliminate-Otoloralighting except
for the purpose of identifying the

jyecurity.

8. Lamps should be wiped Mclean at regular intervals to,assure
maximum efficiency. Lamps which are exposed to an atmosphere
vitgrsubstantial amounts of dirt, dust, grease,.or other con-
taminants should be cleaned more frequAtly than lamps in a..
relitively clean atmosph-g-e.

where lighting is to be used,
building entrances and/or for

9. Clean ceilings: walls, and floors frequently to improve re-
flective qualities. In rooms or areas where natural daylight is
used to maintain light levels, wash the windows frequerttly.

10. Consider initiating a training "program to orient the gym instruc-
tors and the students in the proper operation of gym lighting so
that no more than 50% to 75% of the lights are on,at any one time
when the gym is occupied, provided switching is available:

11. Campaign for better lighting utilization by using letters,
.memos, signage, and personal contact to encourage staff --
especially custodial personnel -- to use lighting only when it
is needed, to use only the amount of lighting required, and to
turn off lights whenever they'are not being used.

12. If you have a computer room, consider reducing computer area
light levels, as,the room may be too bright.

H. DOMESTIC HOT. WATER

1. Remove or turn off domestic hot-water to boiler rooms and other
spaces that could function without hot water.

2. Opet;ate only one of the domestic hot water heater's. If one unit
carries the load, leave the other off for standby.

3. Reduce the hot.water temperature to the minimum. Because of-the
long lengths of hot water piping, it may not be entirely feasible
to lower the temperature to 110°P because of pipe heat losses.
The way to proceed i$ to lower the hot water temperature in-
crementally, say 5 °F each week. Continue doing so until the
students start to complain. With the firSt complaint, raise the
temperature 5 °F to that of the previous week when no one com-
plained. This will represent practical minimum temperature for
the hot water system. Realize that when reducing the hot water
temperature, the capacity of the tank-is an important factor.

4. If you have an electric domestic water heater, consider limiting
the duty cycle to avoid adding water heating load to the build-
ing during periods of peak electrical demand.

14
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hot water is distributed through forced circulation,, turn off

the pump supplying areas when they are unpecupied. ri

, 1. SCHOOLS WITWKITCHENS

1. Cook with lids In place on pots and kettles. It can cut heat-

requirements in 1alf.

2. Turn off infrared food warmers when no food is being warmed.

3. Thaw frozen foods in fefrigerated compartments.

4. Train employees to conserve hot water. Supervise their perform-

ance and provide additional instruction,and supervision as

necessary.

5. Preheat,oyens only fdr baked goods. Discourage chefs from pre-

heating any sooner than necessary.

6. Inspect refrigeration condensers routinely to ensure that they
have*sufficient air circulation and that dust is cleaned off

coils.

7. Walk-in or reach-in refrigerated area doors without automatic
Tsers orvtight gaskets should be inspected and repaired.

8. Keep refrigeration, coils free of frost build-up.

9. Clep and maintain refrigeration on water chillers and cold
drApk dispensers.

10*.:.Reduce temperature or turn off frying tables and coffee urns
1,Auring off-peak periods.

11. Run the dishwasher only when it is full.

12. Fans that cool worker should be directed so they do not cool
cooking equipment. -

13. Provide ovens, fryers, and,washers with loads all of_the time
they are heated and, on. An oven not baking 1 hour out of 7 is
an oven wasting 14% of its energy.

14. If a food preparation area exhaust hood is oversized, adjust it

so no more air than necessary is exhausted. This can be done
easily by blocking off a portion of the hood, or reducing fan

speed, or lowering hood, or by utilizing a combination of these

techniques in compliance with applicable health regulations.



CHAPTER 2

STEP-BY-STEP tXAMPLES

Now that you have examined and implemented the pertinent no-cost main-
tenance and operational changes in Chapter 1, you need to work your way
through the energy and dollar effects of variouvenergyconservation
measures which apply to your school. A priority. system must be developed
to decide which measures to invest in first. ,Calculating the simple
payback period of the suggeste# measures is an excellent way of es-
tablishing such a prioritY-syStem.

In order'to be cost effective, an energy conservation measure should
return its initial cost by the savings it creates. To calculate the
simple payback period, the initial cost of the measure in dollars is
divided by the annual savings using today's prices. By ranking the
measures in order of shortest to longest playback period, One can develop
a priority system.

The problems in this chapter are designed to illustrate the method for
calculating the energy savings and payback period for several energy
conservation measures.

It is unlikely that your particular circumstances are identical to any
of these samples, but it is very likely that the pattern of problem
solving will enable you to quantify your Measures in an adequate and
satisfying manner.

Before working out the step-by-step examples, you will need to complete
the Energy Management Form. The dfrections for filling out the form are
described on the following pages. It may be convenient to have your
accounting or billing department or-the regional admfnisti.ative office
fill in the necessary data. But, if all the necessary utility bills are
available to you, it shouldn't take more than a few hours to fill out
the entire form.

After the form is completed you will -have all the energy cost data
needed to work out the step-b -step examples. In some problems, a new
installation rate must be obtined by calling a contractor for a price
quote. Or, you may have to makea few simple measurements pertaining to
the general operation of the school.

In eac4roblem, the section for you to fill out is on the left-hand
side of the page and a worked out example problem.of a typical school is on
the right. In each case, the boxes coincide with an underlined number
in the example'problem.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT FORM

Enclosed in this Chapter is a fold-out Energy Management Form. .-The data

ftom the form will be used in this section of the manual to calculate

the payback period for several of the recommended energy conservation

measures illustrated. If you already have a similar energy bookkeeping

system, you may wish to-modify it to be consistent with the enclosed

form. The main objective is to- arrive at a common unit cost of each

type of energy used in dollars per million Btu ($/MMBtu). Use your

bills of last year or the last 12 months to fill' in the form now.'

To make it easy to use you may wish to remove it. The form is intended

to be an aid for establishing a continuing energy bookkeeping procedure

for your facility. If it is filled out each month, the-manager'or adminis-

trator of the school can get a sense of monthly and.yearly energy consump-

tion and cost. It can also be used as a base to evaluate energy savings

that result from energy conservation measures.

I. NECESSARY DATA FOR FILLING IN THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT FORM

A. ELECTRICITY: The monthly electric bills for one full year.

B. FUEL OIL:

1. To calculate the monthly consumption you will need the amount of
fuel oil in the tank in the beginning and the end of the month

and the quantity in gallons of each delivery made during that

month;

2. The price per gallon of the oil in dollars per gallon;

3. The type of fuel oil Au use - #2, #4, #5 or #6 oil.
4-,

C. NATURAL GAS:

1. The monthly bills for the same full year;

2. The heat content (the number of Btu per cubic foot) of the gas

if available. If it is not available, use 1030 Btu per cubic

foot.

D. STEAM: If you purchase steam, you will need the monthly bills for
the same full year, the quantity used and the heat content of the
steam for each pound or cubic foot purchased.

E. If you use any other type of fuel (coal, wood, etc.), you will need
the monthly consumption, the cost per unit, and the heat content of
the fuel per unit.

17
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F. From your local utility, weather station, or library, or State
Energy Office, obtain the monthly total heating degree days'and
cooling degree days for your area during the same year. The daily
-heating degree day figure equals the number of degrees the mean
tempetature has fallen below 650F. The daNy cooling degree day
figure equals the number of degrees the mean temperature has risen
above 65 °F.

FILLING IN THE FORM

A. Enter the monthly, heating degree Jays in column 2 and the monthly
cooling degree days in column 3.

B. ELECTRICITY - CONSUMPTION AND COST:

each monthly electric bill or.for each month covered by the
.pliajority of the billing period:*

4, enter in column 4 the total number of kWh used used during
the month;

b-enter in column 5 the total cost for the month that
on the bill;

c. to calculate column 6, the cost per kilowatt hour
(kWh), divide column 5 by column 4;

d. to calculate the cost per million Btu ($ /MMBtu)
multiply column 6 by 293 and enter this in column 7.

2. After completing each month, calculate the annual totals
and averages.

appears

a. sum column 4 and enter at the bottom of the column;

b. sum column 5 and enter at the bottom of the column;

.c. divide the.sum of column 5 by the sum of column 4 and enter
in annual average at the bottom. of column 6;

d. multiply the annual average of column 6 by 293 and enter at
the bottom .of column 7.

NOTE: The billing period may vary from 25 to,40 days. If so, you
will have to adjust it to be consistent with ihe other types of,
energy on the form. Calculate the kWh per-dly and multiply by the
number of days in the month or period you are using for oil, and gas.

18
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C. OIL - CONSUMPTION AND COST:

1. Enter in column 8 the oil consumption in gallons for each

mdnth.

2. Enter the price per gallon in column 9 in dollars per gallon'

For example, if it is 35t per gallon, enter .35.

3. Calculate the total per month and enter in column 1C. MuItip/

column 9 by column 8.

To calculate the cost per million Btu (column 11), divide column

9 by the conversion factor for your-fuel listed as folloW:

No-2 oil - divide by .139 MMBtU/gal.
No. 4 oil - divide by=.150 MMBtu/gal.

. No. 5 oil - divide by .152 MMBtu/gal.
No- 6 oil - divide by .153 MMBtu /.gal.

5. Calculate the annual total and averages:

a. sum column

b. sum column 10;

c. divide b. by a. and enter at the bottom of column 9;

d. divided. by conversion factor above (C4.) and enter
'bottom of column 11.

NATURAL. GAS = CONSUMPTION ANO COST:,

,r4
at

1. Enter in column 12 the consumption for each month in 1000 OOP

feet (MCF). If your bill is not in MCF, use the following

formulas to convert: - .

a. if the bill is in CCF (100 cubic feet) divide the total ,P

10:

CCF i 10 = MCF;

if the bill is in,CF (cubic feet) divide the total by 10

CF 1000 = MCF;

19
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G.

**

c. if theibill is in therms, divide the total by 10.30:*.

therms = 10.30 = MCF.

Enter the total cost for each month in column 13.

To calculate column 14, the cost per MCF, divide column 13 by
column 12.

4. To calculate column 15, the cost per million Btu, divide column
14 by 1.030. Or, if you know the heat content** of your parti-
cular gas: column 14 = heat content per cubic foot x,1000
column 15.

S. ,Calculate the annual totals and averages:

a. sum column 12;

b. sum column' 13;

c. divide b. by a. and enter in the bottom of column 14;

d. calculate the average of column 15 by using ore of the
following:

divide'c. above by 1.030 ,

or
divide c. above by the heat content per cubic
foot and multiply by 1000.

If you use any other type of fuel or energy, use the same basic
reasoning with the goal of arriving at the cost per million Btu
(MMBtu). You may need to set up.a separate sheet for other types of
fuel:

Column 20 is the monthly total energy cost. Sum the monthly total
post for each type of energy used. For example, if you used elec-
tricity, oil, and-gas in February, add the entries in column 5,
column 10, and coluInn 13 and enter the sum in column 20.

After each month has been completed, sunup column 20 to calculatethe energy cost for the year. Enter the total at'the bottom of
column 20.

This figure is based on the 1977 national average of 1030 Btu percubic foot. If you know the actual heat content of your gas, such
as 1020, adjust accordingly, i.e., 10.20.

Heat content - the amount of energy supplied by the gas in Btu per
cubic foot of gas.

sx
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The following abbreviations are used in the problems:

MMBtu = One Million.Btu

MCF = 1,000 Cubic Feet

kWh Kilo Watt Hours

yr = years

hr = hours

mo = months

lec = dollars

gal = gal Ions

N..

ft . feet

in = inaes

of = degrees Fahrenheit

CFM j .= cubic feet per minute

Btu/hr10 ft = Btu per hour per 10 feet of pipe

22
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, PROBLEM NUMBER 1

Remove unnecessary lamps or fixture.. Nowever,,do not

/remove fluorescent lamps without disconnecting the ballasts.

A) DATA NEEDED.F6RICALCULATION$

1) Count the number ofilights that you feel can

in the hallways or classrooms:

e removed

bulbs

watts/bulb

2) From the Energy Management Form obtain.the average cost of

electricity ($/kWh)
2

(Average of column 6)

$/kWh

3) The number of hours per day the lights are.on:

kr/dag,

t
.1

4) The number of days

4

er year the store is-open: .,

dayi/yr

32

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

sr

50 Bulbs

75 4.tts/bulb

.04 S/kWh 4

10 hr /day

260-daYs/yr



q CALCULATIONS

1) The energy saved with light removed:

bulbs x

hr/day =

2) Energy saved per year:

watt-hr/day X

1000 watt-hr/kWh-s

watts/bulbr-T-

watt-ht'/Oay

3) Cost saved per year.

WWI

kWhtyr.savings x

$/yr savings

day /yr

kWh/yr savings

$/kWh

Payback is immediate unless there is a.charge to remove

the. bulbs.

1

33

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

50 bulbs x 75 watts/bulb

x 10 hr/day = 37,500 watt -hr /dad

37,500 watt-hr/day x 260 daystyr

=9750 kWhtyr savings

9750 kWh /yr savings x .04 $/kWh

= 390 Styr savings



PROBLEM NUMBER 2

Connect all of the manual day -night control switches to

timeclocks so that the night set-back temperatures can be achieved
i

even if inadvertently left on "day."

t'-'1711

A.) DATA NEEDED FOR THE CALCULATIONS

1.) The amount of energy used which is related to heating only,

is determined from the following curve showing the total

energy usage over a full year.

2.) The values of Millign Btu's per month which are used in

plotting the curve are arrived at by.taking the monthly

usage figures fronhthe Energy Management Form, Column 4, 8,

12 or 16 depending on the type of fiiel being used. To

convert these quantitieOnto Btu's the following factors

are to be used:

34

;EXAMPLE PROBLEM
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E1.tricity 1 kilowatt-hour = 3412 Btu'.s

4 No. 2 Fuel Oil - ,1 gallon
. = 0.139 Million Btu's

No. 4 Fuel Oil - = 0.150 Million Btu's

No. '5 Fuel Oil - 1 gallon = 0.152 Million Btu's

No. 6 Fuel Oil 1 gallon = 0.153 Million Btu's

Natural Gas '- Use the higher heating Value (HHV) of

the gas if shown on the bill. If not,

use the standard conversion factor of

P1000 cubic feet = 1.030 Million Btu's

C..) The total annual energy consumption is: (Taken from the

Energy Managemerit Form as in 2 above using the bottom line

figure for the type of fuel :being used. 'Oils is the total

energ amount represented by the curve.)

Million Btu /yr.

ta

t

EXAMPLf%PROBIAM

/.

4900 Milli Btu/yr



''4.) Plot an energy consumption profile for your heating energy.

Uselhe example curve Figure 2-1 as a guide. Plot each monthly

consumption value in Million Btu against each month on the

horizontal axis-. Draw a smooth curve through the points. You

should end up with a curve somewhat similar in shape to Figure

2-1. There should be an increase during the winter months, with

a leveling off period during the summer.

5.) From this curve the "base load" can be established. 'The base

load is energy that is not used for space heating. The base load

is picked 'off by drawing a horizontal line between the average

low points in the curve shown in the example). Above this

line is the heating only load and below it is the base load.

3C

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

3
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6. From the energy curve it will be noted that 100 Million

Btu/to,is used whether the heating system is operating or

notk. Thus t base load is:

Million Btu/mo x

Million Btu/yr

7.) The total number of heating degree days per year is:"

degree days_

(Fria Energy Management Form, Column 2)

.) The .cost of energy is taken from the Energy Management Form,

Columns 7, 11, 15 or 19, -depending on the type of fuel used:

_11] $/Million Btu (annual average)

9.1, The cost figure for a timeclock control switch obtained

from a supplier is,:
$

3,9

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

100 Million Btu/mo x i2 .,mo

= 1200 Million Btu/yr

4560 degree days

3.10 $/Million Btu

45.00 $



B.) CALCULATIONS

I.j From the total consumption we
subtract the base load to

4C

the energy use for space heating only.

MMBtu/yr

r. MMBtu/yr

.) The heating load per degree day is:

,<4.6
MMBtu/ r

egree 'ays yr

) If a normal set-back is

KMBtu/yr

__JO(
Degree day

degrees and

we forget.to set the thermostat back. for

degree days/day x
then we will use

S

days x

MMBtu

Degree day

24 hr/day

hr. set-back x

than if we had set back the thermostats,

Al

MMBtu more fuv

ExAMPLE-POBLEm

ntu/Yr - 1200 ?ItIBtu/yr

TeStu/Yr

C.

MMBtu/ r

Degree
ays

44111M4
yr Degree

10 degrees

2 05.

degree days/day ;:

days qihr setback

4:hriday

8114

8.114 NIMBt

../Degree
day

----



L 1

L

4.) The value. of these extra 'Btu s.isfound as follows:

$ /MMBtu

°. thermostat.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

MMBtu/yr 3.10 $1/1018tu x 8.114 IIIIBtu/yr

$ for the two days we forgot to set back:the .= 25 $

5.) The payback time is:

$

$/Yr

6. If we forget to tin .back fora

payback becomes

yrs ,

yrs

yrs x

days the

I'

$ = 1.79 yrs

1.5415: /yr

10 days

days La yrs x Ldays
days

o.

42

10 days

a yrs

et.

A



PROBLEM NUMBER 3

(--

Replace old, inefficient burners with new efficient Jones.

A) DATA NEEDED FOR THE CALCULATIONS:

1) From the ,Energy Management Form the burner is now

consuming how many pllons of fuel. per,year?:

`I gal/yr

2 ,71-he coSt,cd' the fuel oil from. the Energy Management Form:

,(colUmn:9)

S/gal..

c-i

3 'The efficiency of the burher 'being used now is:'

t.

(From the results of.a test by a technicfan)

4) The efficiency of a new burnermould be:

(From deiign conditions quoted by contractor')

5) The cost of the new efficient burner:

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

25,000 .gal./Yr

.44.$/0)

60

.75

1600 $



B) CALCULATIONS:

1) The fuel savings .with the more efficient burher:

J

H

igal/ yr

gal /yr savings

2) Cost savings per year:

gal/ye. saved x

3) Payback Period:

$/yr s s

$coit of new burner

$/yr savings

yr

$/gal

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

(.75 7 .60) x- 25,000 gal/yr

.75

5000 gal/ yr savings

5000 gal /yr x .44 $/gal

=2300 $/yr. savings

1600 $ cost

2200 $/yr savings

Syr
N



PROBLEM NUMBER 4

Reduce power input to fan by decresing air volume. Whenever
9

heating and cooling loads are lowered, air volume requirement

decreases resulting in fan energy savingS'. Air volume can be

controlled by changing speed of fan:

A) DATA NEEDED FOR CALCULATIONS.

1) School has

2) Present ventilation rate

(From. design specifitations)

3) Minimum ventilation rate is:

(From local codes' and regulations

4) Power requirement to operate fan

pupils

CFM

designated load from the fan name plate

5) Number of days per year v tilation system is in

CFM/pupil

hp at the

operation fs

6 The cost of electricity is

days /yr

$ /MMBtu

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

500 pupils

11CFM/pupil

JP

6 CFM/pupil

7.5 hp

185 days/yr

12.50 $/MMBtu



(From the Energy Management Form, col. 7)

7) Obtain' cost of new motor from supplier

B) CALCULATIONS

1) Fan isproviding a total of

x ( pupils in school

2). Required ventilation by code:

dollars

CFM/Pupil

CFM1

3) New power requirement:

New ventilation rate

Present ventilation rate

hp

pupils in school

hp

4) EnergyicoOsumption at present rate of ventilation is:

hp x 2547 Btu x

hp-hr

hrs x 1 =

day 1,000,000

days,

yr

MMBtu /yr

.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

$250.

10 CFM/pupil

x 500 pupils = 5000 CFM.

6 CFM/pupil x, 500 pupils

CFM

m013 x

(5000)3;

7.5 hp 1.5 hp:

7.5 hp x. 254 Btu x 15. days.

Pr yr

x 7 hrs x 1 'r,= 24,.J MMBtu /yr

il000go



5) Energy consumption at new rate of ventilation fs:

4 of new motor x'2547 Btu x

. .hp hr

x

yrr -,

MMBtu/yr

) Energy savings are:

MMEItu/yr -
\

MMBtu/yr

;.

hrs x 1

day 1,0040

Cost of electricity saved is:

MMBtu/yr x

$/yr

8) Payback period is:

cost

. savings

MMBtu/yr

$/Yr

$/MMBtu

4S

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

,1.5 hp x 2547 Stu x

hp-hr

1811Was x 7 hrs x 1

yr 4---31,--y -1:55355

= 4.9 MMBtu/yr

24.7 MMBtu/yr - 4.9 *Btu/yr

19.8 MMBtu/yr

19.8 MMBtu/yr x 12.50 $/MMBtu

= 247 $/yr

$250 = 1 yr

247$/yr



PROBLEM NUMBER 5

In the previous problem, we considered reduction in electricity

only as a result of lowering the ventilation air quantity. Here

pie will consider heat saved by the same operation change. In fact,

)oth savings occur together, but for simplicity,* are looking at

them one at a time.

Is) DATA NEEDED FOR CALCULATIONS

1) The degree days per season are

(From Energy Management Form, Col. 2)

2) The number of days in the school year the system is in

operation:

3) From problem number 4:

Present'air flow is 5000 CFM

'Modified air flow is 3000 CFM

days

4) Hours of use per day are

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

4560 degree. days

240 days

7 hrs/day



5) The average building temperature is

6) The cost of energy is:. (From Energy Management Form, annual

average'of column 7, 11, 15, or 19)

$ffillion Btu

7) Obtain efficiency reading.on heating equipment'from fuel

supplier. If not aiailable on the following values:

For electrical unit - 1.00

For fuel oil burner - 0.65

For natural gas burner - 0.80

efficiency

3) The cost of modification obtained from a contractor is:

50

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

70°F

2.78 $/Million Btu

.80 efficiency

$600



B) CALCULATIONS

1) Air flow saved is:

CFM -

degree days

days/season

average below 65° F

3) Average heating season temperature is:65° -

°F

CFM

4) Average
g"-attire difference between indoors and outdoors:It

'5) The heat saved:40.08'Z

CFM x.

days /season

°F

a

Btu/season

°F x

hrjday ox

51

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

a

5000 &FM - 3000 CFM 2000 CFM

dereedas =19
lg. a s

65° - 19°F = t

41°F

70°F - 41°F .1= 29°F

1.08 x 29°F

2000 CFM x 7 hrs/day x

185 days/season

81 118 800 Btu/season



L

6) Cost of heat saved is:

,.

Btu x

7) Payback is cost

savings

$/Mi 11 ion Btu

$/season

Efficiency

$

$/yr

52

yrs

. EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Btu x Btu

400,000

282 $/season,



PROBLEM NUMBER 6
.EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Install key-loik 6.1astic covers over thermostats to prevent

building occupants from adjusting settings.

A) DATA NEEDED FOR THE CAL ULATIONS'

'1) Referring to Problem Number .2, the heating load is'

MMBtu

degree day

'2) If the thermostat in one room out

turned up I.

3) Obtaltr cost of protecthe cover, from supplier.

$ each

I

rooms is

4) 'The cost'of energy is: ;(On Energy Management 'Form, annualaver-,

age of coluMn 7,11, 15; or 19 depending on the type of

fuel usqd.).

$/lIMBtu

:8114 MMBtu

ZiFie.day

20 rooms

2°F

-14.00 $ each

3.10 $ /MMBtu

...........



B) CALCULATIONS

1) "Extra heat per season per .room is:

9F rise in temperature x:

day, ori'day settings x

diys x. MMBtu

season

total rooms =

2) Cost savings:

MMBtu

Season

$/season savings

3) Payback'Period:

t

x

degree day

years,

MMBtu

season

$/MM5tu

$cost
A

514,

$/season savings

4

EXAMPLE PROBLEM *.

2 F, rise x

1/2 day x

180 days

season

.8114MMBtu,

degree day

1 7.3 MBtu

20 rooms season

7.3 MMBtu x 3.10 VMMBtu

season

= 22.6 $/season savings

14.00 $ cost

22.63 $' /season savings

= .62 years



PROBLEM NUMBER 7

Check the efficiency of.the boiler(s). A percent loss of boiler

efficiency is a percent loss of energy and dollars. It is generally

worth any cost incurred to,optimize the boiler operation. It is a
good first step to reduce the excess air until smoke or emission

violations occur. For instance, if the flue gas temperature is 400°F

and excess air is changed from 100% to 50% an efficiency, of 2.5% is
immediately achieved.

The efficiency gain is observed clearly on Figure 2-2. The

efficiency at 100 percent excess air is found at point A to be less
than 82 percent and at 50 percent excess air to.be greater a %
at point S. Figures' 2-2, 2-3, and .11-4 provide easy evaluations o the

efficiency changes with changes in other variables.

The savings in fuel is related to the change in efficiency:.

New Efficiency -.Old Efficiency x fuel consumption.

New Efficiency

In the above example if the'oil consumption was 25.7b0C allons per year
at 82 percent efficiency with the increase in efficient/ o 84 percent
the fuel savings would be:

(.84 - .82) x 25000 gal'year = 595 gal /year

.84

If oil cost 46 cents per gallon, the cost savings wou'A be:

rI

To

595 gal /year x .46 $/gal = 2:3 dollars per year.'

-0



FIGURE 2-2 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY vs PERCENT CO? OR EXCESS 'AIR-:FUEL OIL (GRADES 2-6)
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FIGURE 2-3

16

COMbOSTION EFFICIENCY vs PERCENT CO2 OR EXCESS AIR-NATURAL GAS
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FIGURE 2-4 COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY vs PERCENT CO2 or EXCESS AIR-BITUMINOUS COAL
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'ROBLEM NUMBER 8

Ise photocells for turning on exterior lights. Use time clocks

or turning off the exterior lights in the parking lot.

A.) DATA NEEDED FOR CALCULATION:

1.) The number of exterior lights:

2.) The number of watts. pelt. bulb:

3) Therefore, the total watts:

The timer is now set

to turn the lights on at:

x

5.) The lights are now set to turn

off at:

6.YThe number of hours per day the

lights are turned on:

1

PM

5" u.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

20 bulbs

500 watts

20 x 500 watts

= 10,000 watts

4:00 pm

10:00 PM

hr



7.) The hours per year usage:,

8.) The cost of electricity;

hr/day x365

hr

(from Energy Management Form annual average of column '

7):

$/Million Btu

9.) Cost to install photocells:

(from a contractor's quote )

60

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

6 hr /day x 365

= 2190 hr

= 12.5 $/Million Btu

= 200 $



CALCULATIONS

1.) Using table 2-1 choose the latitude

closest to your school:

9 At this latitude the use time

per day in January would be:

(from table 2-1)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

PM turn off

time

PM turn on

time

x

3.) Then for the month the total use time,

would be: hr X

4.) Do this for the rest.of the months using

the chart on the following page.

hr/day use

time

days

61

40 Lat.

10 PM turn off

- 5 PM turn on

5 hr/day use time

5 hr x 31 days

= 155 hr



.atitude

TABLE 2-1

APPROXIMATE TIME FOR 2 FT CANDLES LIGHT LEVEL (TURN ON TIME)

.= J J A S 0 -N 0

15°S 6:30 6:30 6:00 6:00 6:30 6:00 6:00 :00 6:00 6:30 6:30 7:00

20° 6:00 6:00 6:00 6:30 6:30 7:00 6:30 6:30 6:00 6:00 6:00 6:00

25° 5:30 6:00 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:00 7:00 6:30 69.1,0 6:00 510 5:30

30° 5:30 6:00 6:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 .6:00 6:00 5:30 5:00

15° 5:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 7:00 6:00 5:30 5:00 5:00

40° 5:00 5:30 6:00 7:00 7:30 7:30 7:30 7:30 6:00 5:30 5"00- 5:00

45° 4:30 5:30 6:00 7:00 7:30 7:30 7:30 7:00 6:00 5:30 '4:30 4:30

50° 4 30 5:00 5:30 :00 7:30 8:00 7:30 7:00 5:30 5:30 4:30 4.00

600 4:00 4:30 6:00 7:30 8:30 9:00 9:00 8:30 6:30 5:00, 4:00, 3:30



Usage Hours With Photocells

hrs gaLs

Jan

Feb x

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

x

Total Hours

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

hrs dais'

Jan 5 x 31 =,(455

Feb 4/1/2 x 28 = 126

Mar 4 x 31 = 124,,

Apr 3 x 30 = 90

May 21/2 31 \-= 77.5

Jun 21/2 x 30 = 75

Jul 21/2 x 31 = 77,5

Aug 2 1/2 x 31 = 77.5

Sep 4 N .120'

Oct 41/2 x 31 = 139.5

Nov x 3 :150

.Dec 5 x 31 = 155

hr/yr
Total Hours

MIM/=11=1MMOI

= lahrkr



5) Energy used without photocell;

watts x

total

6).Energy i n Million Btu /yr;

7) piergy used with photocell:

8) Energy in million Btu/yr:

9) Energy saved per year:

hr

yr

watt hr/yr

x 3.412

1,000,000

Million Btu/yr

watts x

watt hr /yr

x 3.412

1,000,000,

Million Btu/yr,

Million Btu /yr

6'

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

hr/yr

10,000 watts x 2190 hi.

yr

=21,900,000 watt hr/yr

21,900 000 x 3.412

1,000,000

74.72 killion Btu/yr

10,000 watts x 1367 hr /yr

= 13,670)000 watt hr /yr

13 670,000 x 3.412

1,000,000

= 45.64 ';ion Btu/yr

74.72 - 46.64 1

= 28.08 mil Btu/yr

rt.



10) Cost saved per year with photocell:

$IMMBtu cost of electricity

$/yr

11) Payback period = cost
savings

yr

$ /yr

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

28.08 x 12.5 $ /MMBtu

= 151 Si yr

cost M$
savings 35:1 /yr

yr



or

PROBLEM NUMBER 9'

Lowe'r the domestic hot water temperature to'110°F. This should

be'nbt enough for showers, etc.

A) DATA NEEDED FOR CALCULATIONS:

1) The school is now consuming how many gallons of hot water

per student per day:

(If this figure is not available

use the following ,av6tages*:)
1'

Elementary Schools = 0.6 4al/student/day

Junior and senior high schools r. 1.8gal/student/day

gal /student /day.

* Adopted from ASHRAE, System Handbook 1973.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

1.8 gal /student /day



1 '1

imate'the number of studerlts n ?the school

3) The daily water-consumption:

gal/student/day x

gal'iday

students

4) Number of school .day per. year:.

days

5') The,,,mient-hot water temperature setting:-

6). The t6it, ofttld energy to heat the hot water:

°F

Sllifttu

.Energy :ManagementForm, annual average of 'column 7
. -1y.

15. or 19depgndinig on the, type Of fuel used).

EXAMPLE PROBLEMt.

1000 students

1.8 x 1000

= 1800 gal /day

c

180 days

160 °F

-12.34 VICBtu



At VI'

/.
B) CALCULATIONS

1) The total hot wafer'used per'year:.

gal /day x

gal/yr,

,

2) The savings of heat at.110°F:

gal/yr x (1

4

x 8.34 I 1,000,000

MMBtu/yr savings

3) The cost savings are:

MMBtu/yr savings x

$/savings

school days'

$/MMBtu

The payback is immediate since there is no initial cost to.-

'lower the tot water temperature.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

1800 gal/day x 180 school days

= 32,400 gal/yr

32,400 gal/yr, x (160°F.,- 110 °F) .

x 8,34 1,000,000

= 13.5 MMBtulyr savings

13.5 MMUtilyr savings.x 12.340MBtu

=166.7 $/yr savings



CHAPTER 3

ENERGY .MEASURES

This Chapter of the manual contains a list-of energy measures that
require an initial capital investment. More often than not, they w.01.
yield greater return in energy and cost savings than the no-cost main--
tenance and operational changes listed,in Chapter 1. However., before
investing Wly money make sure you have implemented as many of the no-
cost.items as practical.

-Read through the list, making notes as you go along. aoose measures.-
that are appropriate for-your school.. Sote measures obviously 'require a
greater investment than- ethers; therefore, estimating the payback
period of those.measure4ihich apply to your school is a convenient
method of establishing Arm:priorities. Use the basic 'reasoning and
techniques portrayed in the problems of Chapter 2 as ,a guide for es-
tiMating energy savings and payback periods. For example,' follow the
basic. methods of estimating the annual- savings" for ,a given measure:
Then, obtain an installation price for that measure. To find the simple
payback period, divide the installation cost by the. estimated annual
savings.

The following measures have been shown tO produce the most dramatic
savings for the least initialtnves.tment (they are also listed in their
-respective functional.headings in =this ghapter):

O

.,7 . -

1. Replace old- inefficient burners with,new, efficient ones.

2. If you have 'a boiler, h a technician-check the efficiency of
it on 'a regular_basis. A percent loss of boiler efficiency is a
percent loss of erergyand cost. It is generally worth any costa
incurred to optimize the boiler.operation.

3. Consider installing spring-actiVated hot water taps.

4.. Insulate hot, bare heating, pipes. Economic thicknesses can be
supplied by contractors using guidelines established for FEA
Conservation Paper 46, "Economic Thickness for Industrial In-
sulation":

5. .Repair or replace leaking steam traps.

6.; install shower head restrictors in locker rooms. This may save
up:to 50% of the hot water consumption.

7. WhKespractical use waste heat for hot water heating.

8. Control exterior lighting with photo electric cells.

9. -Prehedt combustion air where practical.

58



10. Use energy conservi fluorescent lamps..

11. If you are being enalized by the electric company for a low
power factor, it day be cost effective. to correct it.

12. Insulate gym'skyljghts.

C
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,
C. SCHOOLS THAT. USE BOILERS FOR SPACE EIEATING2OR

.OTHER PROCESSES a
1. rf the boiler, is large enough to require a licensed operator,

then the boilefl control system, is -complex enough: to greatly

affect the efficient operatidn -of the boiler. As the- boiler

control system approaches -1Q years of age, the potential for

defective operation from worn,out controls increases. Replacing

worn-out controls with a -new system could increase the effi-
ciency of the- boiler system and conserve energy.

2. Consider replacing. existing, boilers with,modular boilers (small,

independent boilers). -Most boilers achieve.maximum efficiency
only when r 'ngr'at their' rated .output. In most cases, how-p-n-ni

ever, fu boi er capacity is seldom required because heat load

is 60% ess' than full load 90% of the time. 'As :a result,large-
capacitboilers in single units operate -intermittently for the

= major part of the heating season. A modular boiler system corn-

prised of two'or more small- capacity boiler units will increase

seasonal efficiency. Each module is. fired at 100% of its capa-

city only when required. - Fluctuations of, load are met. by firing

More or less boilers. Each small-capacity boiler with ldw-
. .

thermal inertia (i.e., providing, rapid response and lovi heat -up'

and cool-down losseS) will either be running at maximum effi-

cieikY or be completely turned off. In a typical installation
where single-unit, large-capacity boilers are replaced by modular
boilers, boiler seasonal efficiency may be improved from 68% to

75%. This represents a 9% savings of present fuel consumption.
Use of the modular approach is particularly worthwhile in cases

where the present boiler plant is at or near the end of its

useful life. Replacement modular boilers should be sized to
meet the reduced heating load resulting from use of other

measures.

3. Feel the pipe on the downstream side of steam traps.. If it is
excessively hot, the trap probably is passing steam.:; This can

be caused byt dirt in the trap, a valve off the stem, excessive

steam pressurei, or worn trap parts (especially valves and seats).

If the pipe is moderately hot (as hot as a hot water pipe), it
probably; is passing condensatewhich it should do. If it's

cold, the trap is not working at all, and should be replaced or
repaired. /

4. Have a technician check the boiler(s). A percent loss.of .boiler

efficiency is a percent loss.pf energy and money. It is general

ly worth any cost inCurred -to optimize boiler -operatiOn. A good
first, step* is to simpljf- reduce the excess air to the point where

any further reduCtion 'would; result in smoke. For instance, if
the temperature of the flue gas, (the gaseous products of combus-
tion from a :boiler furnace that travel to' the stack through a
passage known as the flue) is 4000F` and excess' air is :changed

from 100% to 50%, an efficiency increase of 3%--is immediately
achieved. ,. , , . . ..

=,-

6 -3
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. Replace-inefficient boilers (e.g., single-pass tube other
boilers-which are at or near' the end of useful life. se
boilers should be replaced by a--modern version which is matched
to current and .projected needs of the installation involved; 'In
most casds,- new boilers on the market can obtain 80% efficiency.A
Even more efficiency.can be gained by specifying multiple-boilerS:'
Replacement burners should be selected on the basis of long-term
cost rather than `initial. cost. Increased "cost 'of fuelL.Tabor,
and materials should be considered in'developing long-term cost
projections. Also consider installation of a-dual-fuel system
to avoid problems in the event of any shortages or curtailments.-

Convert to a loW Oressure systenpio improve the, heating system's
annual operating efficiency. The installatiowof small steam
electric boilers near the termination of some steam lines may
reduce the need for piping modifications.

7. Lower steam pressure to the minimum pressure that will just
Satisfy needs.

8. Install a flue gis analyzer: Optimum combustion efficiency
varies continuously, with changing loads and stack draft. Ac-
cordingly, maintaining optimum combustion efficiency requires
-continuous adjustment of fuel/air ratios. This can be achieved
through installation of a flue gas analyzer, which provides
continuing information on flue gas temperature and CO2 or 02.
content, thus enabling manual adjustment on a continuing basis.
The specific type of flue gas analysis instrumentation required
depends on-the_type of installation involved. Due to the in-
creasingly more widespread need for multifuel, burners, however,
02 analysis is considered to be the single most useful measure
for all fuels since the 02 to total air ratio varies within
narrow limits.

. Most service companies will test btirners for .a token fee 'for the
following:

a. Air to fuel ratio: This must be Maintained properly. In
case of insufficient air, the fire will'smoke and deposit
soot on the water tubes of the boiler. Soot acts like iR-
sulation on the tubes, which causes waste of energy.

b. 'Firing period: If it is improper, it could be a sign of
faulty control.

Flue gas analysis: The ef#icient combustion of fuel in a
boiler requires burner adjustment to achieve proper stack
temperature, CO2 and excess air setting's. Check settings to
provide tack temperatures of not more than 1500F above
steam or water temperature. There should be no carbon
monoxide. For a gas-fired unit, CO2.should be present at 9
to 10%. For #2 1)41, 11.5 to 12.8%; for #6 oil, 13 to 13.8%.
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10. Decrease gas or bil.input rate of the boilers so that theywill
operate over longer periods of. time. This will decrease losSes
incurred during the off cycle.

11. Readjusti'damper control to maintain proper draft under both low
and high fire.

12. I11 automated damper controls to provide positive.draft
shut-off when the boiler is not operating.

13. Inspect-on a regular basis all boiler insulation refractory
(the inside lining of a furnace), brickwork, and boiler casing
for hot spots and air leaks. Repair and seal as necessary.

14. Check boiler stack temperature: If it is too high (more than
1500F above:steam or water temperature) clean tubes, and adjust
fmel burner.:

15 Isolate off-line-boilers:- Light heating -loads on a multiple
boiler installation are often met by one boiler on line with the
remaining boilers idling on stand-by. Ldlingboilers consume

.energy to meet stand-by losses. In many cases,-these losses are-
increased by a.continuous flow of air drawn in through the
idling boilers.and -up the chimney. Unless-a boiler is eboUt to
be-used to meet an expected increase in load, it should be
secueed.apd isolated from the heating system (by closing dam-
pers). A-large boiler can be fitted with bypass valves and a
regulating orifice (a small-opening intended for the.passage of
&fluid) to allow the minimum flow required to keep the boiler
warm and avoid. the I stress when it is brought on line again.
If-a boiler watersi e is isolated; it is important to prevent
baCk-flOW of cold ai through the stack, which.,cOuld cause the
boiler to freeze.

16. Inspect boilers for scale deposits, accumulation df sediment
(the solid substance that is deposited in theme bottom of a
liquid), or boiler compords on waterside surfaces. Rear por-
tion of the boiler must be checkedttuse it is the area most
susceptible to deposits of scale. e reduces the-effioien0Y
of_the 6Oiler and can lead to ovetOating df fUrnace,4.
cracking of tube ends,ipkother problems. r Have scale cleaned
regularly.

17. Provide proper chemical treatment of boiler water to reduce
scale build.;up, protect the boiler, and help O'rotect.condensate-
returns.

, e

18.. Inspect insulation of all mains, risers and branches, econo-
,mizeri and condensate (condensed steam that is-now water)
receiver tanks. Repair or replace as necessarY.

19.. Preheat the air before it enters the combustion chamber, of the
boiler by the waste gases,from the chimney.
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20.. Connect the space heating hot water pumps to the-time clock so
that they will operate only,when the boiler-is being-used.

21, If possible, install a boiler stack economizer.

22. In case of leakage, replace flanged valves with weld-end valves,
except at locations where frequent removal of valves fs-neceslr
sary.

23. Reduce I:lowdown losses: Some of the water is removed from the
boiler by blowdown in order to control the amount of solids-amd
salts in solUtion and thereby maintain the desired Concentra-
tion. .Blowdown resultsjp..-:a .steady energy drain_because make-up
water must be heated. Tittrgy can be saved, however, if blowdown
water is not discarded but instead is used to heat make-up
rater.

24. Listen to steam traps to determine if they are opening and
closing when, they should be. If they are,not, repair or replace
the traps.

25._ Route vents from steam system flash tanks (where the low-pres
sure steam is collected after the boiler has been through' its
blowdown-cycle) back'into low-pressure steam mains.

26. If practical, install turbulators in boiier tubes to increase
the heat transfer from the hot gases to the waterside.,

27. Inspect boiler door. gaskets. Replace them ff' the do not pro-
vide a tight seal. .

VENTILATION

V. Adjust ou;side air intake. Return air and mixed air damper
controlsiln winter to raisesupply 7ir temperature to a level
between 640F and 700F, depending on'the conditions in the area
served by the system.

Add a warm-up cycle to air handling units with outdoor air in-
take. Keep outdoor air dampers closed during morning bu-ilding
warm-up or cool.-down sO, only air 'already in the-building' is
conditioned. :A.cycle can be incorporated using a two-circuit
time cIock.to,control air damper and fan operation.

Consider adding variable volume valves and elimahating terminal-
.h-eafers,

.

a
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4.

6.

Reduce system resistance to air flow to a minimum by replacing
those duct sections and fittings.which impose unnecessary re-
sistance on the system; replacing_dirty filters with adequately
sized filter media which have a high efficiency and low airflow
resistance;,removing unnecessary dampers and other obstructions,
from ductwork, and replacing high-resistance inlets and outlets
with modern grilles and.diffusers providing low -resistance.

Inspect ductwork for air leakage. Seal all leaks by taping or .

caulking.
/

If pos
ti on

e permanently sealed windows to reduce infiltra-
mate ..nes where this is a very large<energy user.

'Instal storm windows. thrqughoUt or doublb glaze windows through-
out,* A single 36 sq ft window will, save 3;5 million Btu.per
year wi h storm windows added. .'

R4lac broken or cracked window panes.

Insp ct ductwork insulation. Condensation on, air handling sur-
f is a sign of inadequate or loose insulation. Repair or
replace insulation as necessary.

10. Caulk, gasket or otherwise weatherstrip all exterior joints,
such as those between wall and foundation or wall'and roof, and
between wall panels.

11. Caulk, gasket, or otherwise weatherstrip all openingg, such as
those provided for entrance of electrical conduits; piping,
through-the-wall cooling and other units, outside air louvers,
etc.

Where practical, cover all window and through-thg-wall coaLing
units when not in use. Specially designed covers can be ob-
tained at relatively low cost.

1 . If an-exhaust hood is oversized, adjust it so no more air than
'necessary is exhausted. This cambe done-eagily by blocking off
a portion of '.the hood, orloweringthe_hood, or reducing fan
speed, or utilizing a combination of these techniques in com-
pliance with applicable health regulatimis.

14. Modify duct system and hoods to introduce unheated outdoor or.*
. return air directly-to the exhaust hoods.

15._ Reduce or eliminate the need for using outdoor air for odor
control by installing chemical cr activated charcoal-=absorbin9
devices.
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Consider installing new fresh air dampers. Why older ventila-,
tion systems are designed with fresh air dampers which do not
provide for accurate intake, control.. These dampers can be re-
olaced.with high-quality, oppos ed blade- laMpers with the: proper
seals at the blade edges and ends. This will minimize air leaks
as well as provide better fresh air intake settings.

17. Install- baffles to prevent wind from blowing directly into an
outdpor air intake.

18.- .5upply ventilated' air' to parking garages to levels indicated by
a CO2 monitoring System.

19.' Consider installing economizer/enthalpy controls on air handling
,units totminimize cooling energy requirements by using proper
amounts of .outdoor and-return air.from "free cooling" when.
possible. Economizer controls' generally are used to provide
' free" cooling: . Whenever the outdoor air temperature is lower
than the indObr temperature, outdoor-air is bi.ought directly
into conditioned spaces instead of being, treated by the mechani-
cal cooling system..

- .

Enthalpy controls haVe,a similar puivose; bqt are more sophis-
ticated and effecti*: They -measure the total heat content of
outdoor air and return air and utilize proper amounts of each to
provide maximum energy benefits:

-20. Consider installing automatic, door closers on al l doors ledding
to the exterior or unconditioned spaces.

21. Consider installing a vestibule for the fr'ont entrance of the
building, where practical. It should befitted with self-
closing weatherstripped doors. It is-critical that sufficient?"-
distance between -doors .be provided.

22. The valies of steam IleaderS-. in the 'boiler room that ;supplystedm
- to Unused individual air handling. units_ shoUld- be -kept in dn off.
position. This will reduce steampiping heat losses.

23. Acquire. the Services of-.a. temperature control expert to check
and 'adjust all system controls and to recommend modifications.

24. Change fans and pumps from steam to,elictric motor devices to
permit reduction of steam pressure in-mild Weather.

25. 'Install individual time. clocks for each fan
,

26..'

iInstall
,a grille on the furnace room door to provide adequate,

insde combustion air, not outside air.

27. Inspect air.valves in dual -duct mixing boxeSAan-area in which
air of different temperatures and humidities are mixed). to ei
sure full sealing and minimum air leakage.

4
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28. Utilize ductwork access openings to check,for any,obstructions

such as loosely,hanging insulation (in-lined ducts), loosely

turning vanes and accessories, and closed fire dampers. Adjust,

repair or replace as necessary.

29. Install an automation system to operate the ventilation units-so

that supply air 'temperature and return-air/fresh-air dampers can

be adjusted to maintain the desired Space temperature in the

room.

30,. Operate exhaust fans-onlhen needed. Consider separate time

clocks for these cycles. Some pressurized buildings'may not re-s,

quire allof the exhaust fans to operate for proper ventilation.

.31. ,'Add controls to shut doWn'the'ventilation system whenever a
building is closed for AR extended period of time, as during the

evening, weekends,' etc.;- except when the economizer cycle is in

use.
)'

32. Increase the ventilation unit's summer mixed air femPerature to

minimize the air conditioning_ and reheat requirements.

33. Fresh air makeup units stiould be designed so that the damper is

oclosed_when the unit is shut down.
, .

34. Fresh air dampers installed in return air duct could eliminate

the operation of the air conditioning (except fan) during off-

p ak seasons.

35. W e n more than 10,000 cubic feet per minute ark involved, and.-

.
when.bikilding- tafiguration Mmits,.gdfl5ider i Ostal 1 ing heat
recOvery-devit 5 such- as k-rotary" heat exchanger. -:for some

, ,.t .
climatic condi tons an "enthalpy. wheel," which permits recovery
of some 75% of outdoor heat load during both heating and cooling
cycles, Will be feasible.

, t *1
4.

-
, . / A:,,,

36.. Adjust.ar.replace-all.suPply air-temperature gauges so that,,
ccurate:yentilation teMperature can Wread--.and-matntained.

, 37. To minimize infiltration balance mechanical ventilation and
,4?rovide building static ressure (the normal pressure which
exists inside that building) control so that supply air'quantity
equals or exceeds exhaust air quantity.

In existing systems where thrOtt1469 is _necessary, tO control
flow, revi§,e the fan drive or-thepump to-required flowwithAO
throttling.

.1



COOLING

1. Replace Tnefficient air conditioners. Newer units may save as
much as 25% or.more on the energy consumed for the same 'cooling.

E. Increase the supply air temperature,on all air handling units
during the summer-to the point where at least one space served
by4oach, unit is warmer than desired.

3. Consider installing interlocks between the heating and cooling
systems of each unit to prevent simultaneous heating and cool-
ing.

Inspect the moisture-liquid indicator,on a regular basis. If
the color, of the refrigerant indicates "wet," it means there is"
moisture in the syitem. This is-a particularly critical problem
because it can cause improper operation or costly damage. A
competent mechanic should be called in to perform necessany
adjustments and repairs immediately. Also, if there are bubbles
in. the refrigerant flow as seen through the, moisture-liquid in-
diCator,.it may indicate that the system .isslow in refrigerant.
Call in a mechanic to add refrigerant if necessary and'to in-
spect equipment for possible refrigerant leakage.

5. ,Reduce air flow to all areas to minimally-acceptable level.'

6.. When no cooling loads are present, close off cold ducts and shut
down the cooling system. Reset hot deck according teatingI

loads and operate -as a single-duct systdm.- When no heating.
loads are present, follow the same procedure for heating ducts
and hot deck: It' should be noted that operatinga dual-duct,
system as a single -duct system reduces. air flow, resulting in
increased energy savingS through.lowered fan speed requirements.

Use a leak detector to check for refrigerant and oil leaks
around shaft, seals, sight glasses, valve bonnets, flangeS, flare

4c connections, and the relief valve on the condenser,asembly, and
at pipe joints to equfpment, valves, and instrumentation..e-

-8. Look for unusual compressor operation such as continuous running
or frequent stopping and starting, either of-which may indicate
inefficient operation. Determine.the cause and, if necessary,
correct.

:.9.:'.Cheek'ell.tompressor joints forleakage.
. Seal as. necessary.

.

. -
'1.11'. -.Reduce secondary :water floW.during: maximum heating and cooling-

periods:by .putup throttling or ,-for dual-pump systeMs,, by Opera-
ing One.pump only. ;



ti

11: Install insulation on all hot and chilled water pipes, fittings;
and valves passing through uncondftioned spaces to minimize heat
losses and-heat gains. . 7..

.,
. ..a.

12. Use water tregftent techniques. if the local Water sUpply_leaves-
surface deposfts-On the coil: ...

13. Perform tests to determine if. solid concentrations-are being-
'maintained at an acceptable level_ in the cooling.tower.

14: Determine if there is air bypasi from the tower outlet back to
- the fnlet. If so, bypass may be reduced through the addition, of

baffles or 'higher discharge stacks.

15. -Caulk openings between unit and windows or wall frames.

16. tbserye the.noisemade by the system. )!kriy-Unutual. sounds could
'indicate i-problem., DeterMine the -tale and correct-it.

.,

17. Chillers with water-cooled condensers should have the condenser
heads removed annually and the tubes and waterbox.(the tank in
which- the.tubes are immersed) cleaned. The waterside = of the
evaporator,should be'opened'eVery three years and cleaned in the
same manner as :the condenser.

,LIGHTING-

1. Install a. desk lamp for the instructors so that they can occupy
the clatsroom without all the lights being on.-

2. tse energy-conserving fluorescent lamps. When relamping, re-
.

plaCe 40-Watt flUorescent lamps with 35-watt lamps to achieve a
reduction in electrical energy consumOtion. These lamps save.
about 15% of the fixture's electrical energy.

Lamp efficiency deteriorates-over the'' life of a lamp. Light
output-sRould be checked regUlarly by maintenance-personnel with
a calibrated light meter (a meter wIlic as been_adjusted for
accuracy). When the light output of a group of lamps has fallen
to ,approximately 70% of the original 1 ght output, relamp all

'.fikturis in the group at the same time This is also.a good ..

time-to check whether a more, efficient or lower-wattage Tamp
suitable..

. ¢Install timers on gym apd fieldhouse lighting system .that will'
automatically shut off lights after each class: -

-Consider the installation of photo-cell and timecloctr-to ope
some of the swimming pool lights during occupied hours.

j
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6. Luminaire,efficiency can bemaintained-by properly cleaning the
reflecting surfaces and shielding media. 'Replace ,lens shielding
'that has yellowed or become-hazy with -a clear acrylic lenv-With
good nonyellowing properties. For some applications, a clear
glass lens can be considered,if it is compatible h the lumin=

-wire and does not present.a safety.hazard. (Caution s d be

used to- assure that an'existing luminaire will safely supp rt
and hoid the glass lens.)-

7. Replace outdated. or damaged luminaires with- modern. luminaires
that have good cleaning capabilities and that use lampS with
good lumen maintenance characteristics.'

_ .

Consider 'replacing present lamps with those of lower wattage
that providesthe same amount of illumination or.(if acceptable
for the tasks involved) a lower ]evel of illumination. (Chang-
ing the lens.tr-loitering the luminaire can often help facilitate
this option.) --This method is particularly applicable where cur-
rent lighting levels are higher than recommended or where uni-
form lighting is the most practical due to occupant density.

9. Select lamp's that are the ripst efficient, as measured in lumens
.(a unit of light output frOm a source) per watt, and that are
compatible with the application. Compatibility with the-lumin-
aire, of course, is also essential. If some luminaire replace-
ment is to be unddrtaken, determination of'the lamp type *in-

- volved should also be considered: In_general, efficiencies of
lamp typesjrank as follows,.: in_ descending order:

LUMENS-PER WATT (INCLUDIN ;ALLAST)

Smaller. . Middle
sizes sizes

er

izes

High-pressure sodium
Metal halide' 1P
Fluorescent

, Mercury ,

Incandescent

84
67

61k

44
17.

105
75 -

74
."-51 -

22z-

,.

...-

.--,

.6-'
2 .

70
-57 '

'24 r

,.
tlYt.

1 Wherd'pOssible,"use a single, largei incandescent lamp a lamp
in which light is produced by heating'one substance4p a%hite
or red heat) rather than tworor more smaller lamps: w Higher-
wattage genere sermice incandescent lamps.are more efficient-

..
than lower-wattage Tamps.

a.

... Revise-switch circuits to permit turfing off unused or unneces-
sary-light.

12. Avoid'mu*tir

per
lamps. The effici1ncy of ksingle-wattage lamp

,

,is-higher watt'than a }multilevel :lamp.

(7N4
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13. Use extended service lamps in special cases where short lamp
life is a:problem, such as recessed directional lights.'

IC* ConSider using higher power factor ballasts when, refitting.

15. Consider adding solid state dimming controls for incandescent
:luminaires tn multiple,purpoSe spaces which require more than
one level of illumination.

-

16. .Where appropriate, consider installing lenses which provide
special light distribution patterns to increase lighting effect-
.iveness. As-exampless.linear -batwing, radial batwing, parabolic
louvers, or polarizing lenses may provide-better-visibility with
the same or even reduced wattage.. It is suggested that competent
technical advice be obtained to evaluate where'such lenses-can
be used most effectively.

17. Relocate luminaires to provide light on task,areg,at an angle
outside the zone which causes veiling reflections if relocation
of workstation is impractical.

18. Consider lowering.luminaires so they will provide recommended
illumination levels on the task area at a reduced wattage.

19. Replace a11.incandescent. parking lighting'with H.I.D. lamps. For
ikaimple,:'- Low Pressure Sodium, High Pressure Sodium or Mercu
*Vapor lamps.

20. -Replace the gyri.incandescent lighting systems with mercury
vapor or other high efficiency source.

21. When natural light is available in a building, consider the use
of photocell (a device which controls electricity by measuring
the-available light) switching to turn off banks of lighting in
areas where the-naturaT right is sufficient for the task.

,

22. Use photocells for turning on exterior lights; use time clocks
for ,turning off the exterior :lights.

_ -
23, Provide timers to automatically tarn off lights in remote or

seldom-used areas.. ,,

24. Provide selectii/e switching: Initial cost economics an a.ck of
knoWledge about final space subdivision often 1 to the eof
centFal-panel-Itoards as the only means'ofvontro g large
blocks of lightIng. This design approach preclude the pote
tiaT"for turning on only the "amount of lighting at is actually
needed after the space had b4n'st ubdivided.

84
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G. DOMESTIC WATER

I. Meet hdt water heating needs from:
.

a: waste heat fromincinultors or fuigiaces
b. rejeCted heat of compression from refrigeration units
c. waste condensate return from steam operated systems.

2. Install shower head restrictA in 'the gym locker rooms.
This may save' upto 60 %_of-the hot water demand.

Inspect water supply, system and repair all leaks :, including
those at the faucets.

_ .

. If watet'Oressure exceeds 40 to 50 pounds, consider having a
plumber install a pressure reducing valve on the main serviceto
_restrict the amount of-hot water that flows from the tap.

Inspect and test hot water controls to determine if they are
working properly. If not, regulate, repair or replace.

6. Increase the amount of insulation installed on hot water pipes
and storage tanki or replace existing insulation with a type
having better thermal properties ("R" value).

T. Consider replicing existing hot water faucets with spray type
faucets with flow restrictors wherever practical. Consult with
a government infection control committee before making modifica-
tion.

Ilse .a single system to meet handwashing needs in toilets.

9. If boilers are used as the primary heat source,for domestic hot
dater, install a boiler to match the load rather than use an
oversized heating boiler all summer.

10. Install a,small domestic hot wa er heater,to maintain the de-
.

sired temOerature in the water st rage tan This eliminates
the need for running one of the la e space ater boilers at a
very-low efficiency during the summer onths.

11. Consider arranging ci4ating pipework to minimize the length
of dead,),egs cInnecting to faycets.

PIN
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CHAPTER 4

THE ACTION PLAN

Being .aware the for saving 60ergy and money is only the
'beginning steit)p toward an ene management program. This book has
presented many possible areas-rg ip. schools where savings may, be achieved.
Nbw 1t

is up to you,'the administrator: r_maintenance mahagerto getth
, 61wheel in.mbtion and implement the,appTicable Maintenance and Opera-do al;

chang es and Energy,Measures. An organized system of priorities
should be eStablished,to-decide where to focus'your efforts. The work-sheet enclosed

in this chapter is designed to help you organize yourlist oT priorities. e

The first step is to examine the no -cost Mainter4tce and Operational
Changes which fit your school. Make a list of the applicable ones,schedule

them, and'assign responsibility for accomplishing them. Once
thetse

no -cost items have been implemented, a monthly review and updateof he energy Management Form in Chapter 2 should be made to determine
whether

energy is, in fact, being saved as predicted.

Having
accomplished the no -cost changes, the next step is to investigatethose

measures which do require a capital investment. Examine the Listof Energy Measures in Chapter 3. and chooSe those which appear to be mostsuited .to your school. Turn to Chapter 2 to get the approach to calculat-
ihg the energy and cost savings for the measures you have chosen.
Calculate these measures and determine-their simple payback times.Then,

arrange the list in order-of shortest payback time first and
longest-payback time last. Assuming that budgets permit, the listshould

then be
examined item by item to determine if any further con-

servatiron of both energy' and dollars can be made.

continue
to update the Energy Management Form'at regular, frequentintervals during the implementation of your energy conservation prograM.That way, the reduced.consumption of fuel and/or electricity will becomereal and you will

be_able to demonstrate and verify the savings withyour consumption
measurements.

111
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